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Im A Duck
One winter night, a cozy house full of animals is awakened by
a knock at the front door. They have no idea what they'll find
on the other side, and Max the duck is the last thing they
expect. Soon this larger-than-life houseguest is making
himself at home—and forcing his way into the hearts of his
reluctant hosts.
A little duckling races around, under, over, and down towards
his family.
When a duck mysteriously arrives on an alligator’s lawn, they
set off to discover just who the duck belongs to. From the
library to skydiving, from exasperation to laughter, the two
make an unexpected discovery about friendship. Readers will
delight in this odd couple’s wacky adventures that feature the
signature wit and ingenuity of Geisel Honor winner Mary
Sullivan. Like its predecessors Ball, Treat, and Frankie,
Nobody’s Duck has humor and heart in spades (and
quacks).
This is a read-along edition with audio synced to the text,
performed by Harry Enfield. Watch out! Here comes Duck in a
brand new edition of the first book in the million copy
bestselling series!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Inspired by the real-life
rainbow-colored Mandarin Duck who appeared in New
York’s Central Park in 2018, this modern fable by Bette
Midler celebrates the connections people make with each
other and the world around them. How do you get people to
appreciate what is right in front of them? In The Tale of the
Mandarin Duck, it takes a mysterious, beautiful duck and a
clear-eyed kid to point out the obvious! Bette Midler’s
distinctive voice joins striking photos of the real duck by
Michiko Kakutani and charming black-and-white drawings by
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Joana Avillez. This book will have readers of all ages coming
back to visit the fantastical interpretation of New York City
and its odd ducks—both feathered and human. An afterword
by Ms. Kakutani adds details to the facts behind this one-of-akind story of the Mandarin Duck.
See a duck take to the water of friendship in this gorgeously
warm, funny book about the joy of making an unexpected
connection. Duck is not like other ducks. Duck doesn’t like
water and is perfectly fine alone, thank you very much. But
then, one dark and stormy night, an outgoing, water-loving,
and very lost Frog turns up at Duck’s door. Can this odd
couple find Frog’s home? And will they find friendship along
the way?
How are you managing the Pandemic Pivot? We have all had
to shift in our thinking and adapt to new activities. This book
contains 8 simple lessons to help you not only survive in the
world today, but also thrive! What can we learn from ducks?
Ducks are content, adaptable and lead a life of balance. They
communicate, stick together and respect their limitations. This
book explores the parallels that can be drawn between ducks
and humans and lessons that can be learned to help us live
our best lives. Learn how to let negativity ‘slide’ off your
back like rain on a duck's back. Challenge your
communication and knowledge to the benefit of the whole
and not just for yourself. Do you have balance in your life,
knowing when to ride the current of life and when to swim
against the it?
Illustrations and simple text encourage young readers to find
the toy duck hiding in various places around the bathroom.
On board pages.

A duck and an owl contemplate starting a friendship,
despite their differences in appearance and
behavior.
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From the New York Times bestselling creators of
Click, Clack, Moo, comes an entertaning introduction
to politics. My fellow Americans: It is our pleasure,
our honor, our duty as citizens to present to you
Duck for President. Here is a duck who began in a
humble pond. Who worked his way to farmer. To
governor. And now, perhaps, to the highest office in
the land. Some say, if he walks like a duck and talks
like a duck, he is a duck. We say, if he walks like a
duck and talks like a duck, he will be the next
president of the United States of America. Thank you
for your vote.
"Pitch-perfect throughout, enthusiastic and confident.
. . . Positively ducky all around." — Publishers Weekly
(starred review) The young girl in this story may live
in the city, but outside her window there’s a river full
of mallard ducks! She hears them as soon as she
wakes up, and on the way to school she sees them
upside down bobbing for food. Interspersed with fun
facts, her enthusiastic commentary about her
feathered neighbors — what they look like, how they
behave, where they nest, where they sleep — pairs
swimmingly with cheerful watercolor illustrations.
Back matter includes an index and a note about
ducks.
"Duck and Goose have fun dancing together as
friends"-A hardworking duck is rescued from life with a lazy
old farmer in this classic tale of justice. Farmer Duck
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isn't your average duck. This duck cooks and cleans,
tends the fields, and cares for the other animals on
the farm—all because the owner of the farm is too
lazy to do these things himself. But when Farmer
Duck finally collapses from exhaustion, the farmyard
animals come to the rescue with a simple but heroic
plan.
When Duck goes missing, a boy's favorite activities
lose their appeal and he comes to know that he
needs Duck just as much as Duck needs him.
A continuous folding story depicts a child's
relationship with his duck, and on the reverse side,
the duck's perspective on life with his boy.
A plucky duckling attempts to befriend a cat that just
wants to be left alone.
The creator of Gator presents an enchanting followup about a carousel animal who longs to fly — and a
love that is bigger than the skies. Duck is a carousel
animal who longs to fly. She spends her days
watching real, flying ducks, and her nights dreaming
of soaring among them. Flying is all she can think
about ... until a little lost duckling wanders into her
life. Soon they are inseparable. But when Duckling’s
yellow down is replaced by long white feathers, Duck
is determined to do whatever she can to help him fly
— even if it means being left behind.
A strange bird brings harmony to a very special barn
yard and its inhabitants.
A much-anticipated collection of brilliantly observant
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short stories from one of the great American masters
of the form. At times raucously hilarious, at times
charming and delightful, at times as solemn and
mysterious as a pond at midnight, Deborah
Eisenberg’s stories gently compel us to confront the
most disturbing truths about ourselves—from our
intimate lives as lovers, parents, and children, to our
equally troubling roles as citizens on a violent,
terrifying planet. Each of the six stories in Your Duck
is My Duck, her first collection since 2006, has the
heft and complexity of a novel. With her own
inexorable but utterly unpredictable logic and her
almost uncanny ability to conjure the strange states
of mind and emotion that constitute our daily
consciousness, Eisenberg pulls us as if by gossamer
threads through her characters—a tormented woman
whose face determines her destiny; a group of film
actors shocked to read a book about their past; a
privileged young man who unexpectedly falls into a
love affair with a human rights worker caught up in
an all-consuming quest that he doesn't understand.
In Eisenberg’s world, the forces of money, sex, and
power cannot be escaped, and the force of history,
whether confronted or denied, cannot be evaded. No
one writes better about time, tragedy and grief, and
the indifferent but beautiful universe around us.
Duck and Cat discover that being yourself makes for
being the best of friends.
Aimed at children aged three and upwards, the I Am
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A... series provides a fun way to learn about nature.
Each animal tells the reader about themselves,
including where and how they live, what they eat,
and all about their babies.
A duck marvels at how wonderful it is to be a duck,
with feathers, webbed feet, and wings that can fly,
from the time he is hatched until he becomes a dad.
Reprint.
The duck says, "Read this book!" Follow the duck in
this madcap romp around the farmyard, which will
have kids delighting in his clueless antics and witty
wordplay. Bouncing rhymes are perfectly paired with
colourful, exuberant art full of visual gags that will
have readers laughing along and anticipating what
will happen next. A little absurd, a lot slapstick, and
all good fun, this is one to keep within arm's reach at
storytime.
A hilarious picture book in bright, neon colors that is
perfect for fans of The Book With No Pictures and
The Day the Crayons Quit. This is part counting
book, part introduction to worms, but all superbly
silly. The fact that the author/illustrator can only draw
worms will not take anything away from the laughout-loud adventure readers will have as they turn the
pages of this slightly subversive picture book.
Illustrated song lyrics about a duck and a frog on the
water, and the snake that scared them away.
Lazy Duck laughs at the other animals working hard
around the farm, but when the farmers threaten to cook
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him in a pot for tea he decides to become a busy duck.
Includes notes for parents and teachers. Suggested
level: junior.
John doesn't seek God's direction in every decision he
makes, but he has found that God steps in whenever he
needs to change course. This book tells about a few
times when God interfered with John's plans. This
usually brought about a battle of wills between a man
and the master of his destiny.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2019 BOOKER PRIZE Baking
a multitude of tartes tatins for local restaurants, an Ohio
housewife contemplates her four kids, husband, cats and
chickens. Also, America's ignoble past, and her own
regrets. She is surrounded by dead lakes, fake facts,
Open Carry maniacs, and oodles of online advice about
survivalism, veil toss duties, and how to be more like
Jane Fonda. But what do you do when you keep
stepping on your son's toy tractors, your life depends on
stolen land and broken treaties, and nobody helps you
when you get a flat tire on the interstate, not even the
Abominable Snowman? When are you allowed to start
swearing? With a torrent of consciousness and an
intoxicating coziness, Ducks, Newburyport lays out a
whole world for you to tramp around in, by turns
frightening and funny. A heart-rending indictment of
America's barbarity, and a lament for the way we are
blundering into environmental disaster, this book is both
heresy—and a revolution in the novel.
Duck's tummy rumbles. She is SO hungry! She sees a
bowl of fruit on the table, but every time she tries to take
a piece, someone else grabs it and eats EVERY LAST
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BITE. Will Duck be able to fill her empty tummy? The
rhythm and rhyme in The Very Hungry Duck will
especially delight children from birth to five years of age,
and the limited vocabulary is perfect for early readers.
When a mouse is swallowed by a wolf, he learns that a
duck devoured earlier has set up a table to enjoy the
food the gluttonous predator eats.
Searching for a convenient nesting-place, befuddled
Jemima Puddle-Duck chooses a fox's den.
From the award-winning author of Little Pea, Little Hoot,
and Little Oink comes a clever take on the age-old
optical illusion: is it a duck or a rabbit? Depends on how
you look at it! Readers will find more than just Amy
Krouse Rosenthal's signature humor herethere's also a
subtle lesson for kids who don't know when to let go of
an argument. A smart, simple story that will make
readers of all ages eager to take a side, Duck! Rabbit!
makes it easy to agree on one thing—reading it again!
Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will look
almost identical to the print version. Additionally for
devices that support audio, this ebook includes a readalong setting.
In a strangely heartwarming story, a duck strikes up an
unlikely friendship with Death. "Who are you? Why are you
creeping along behind me?" "Good. You've finally noticed
me," said Death. "I am Death." Duck was startled. You
couldn't blame her for that. Death, Duck and the Tulip is the
much anticipated translation of Wolf Erlbruch's latest
masterpiece. Death, Duck and the Tulip will intrigue, haunt
and enchant teenagers and adults. Simple, unusual, warm
and witty - a picture book version of The Book Thief. This
book deals with a difficult subject in away that is elegant,
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straightforward, and thought-provoking.
"Story hour alert! Here’s a book with a clever premise, a
bouncy text, and sunny, funny pictures. . . . Supremely
satisfying." — Booklist (starred review) Mama Duck has a
good hunch that the big brown creature waddling behind her
babies is no duck! As the foxy impostor sneaks closer and
closer to Mama Duck’s trailing brood, little ones will delight in
shouting out his identity. Infectious rhythms and fresh,
expressive watercolors liven up the pursuit, which ends when
Mama Duck confronts the villain, beak to snout, and beats
him at his own game.
While all the other ducks behave like typical ducks, Duckie
enjoys being different by hopping instead of waddling,
whistling instead of quacking, and flying in a balloon instead
of flapping his wings. On board pages.
A determined duck pleads for grapes at the most unlikely of
places: a lemonade stand. The story and song in this comical,
musical picture book will delight both adults and children, who
can play the song aloud while learning important lessons
about persistence and compassion.
A quacktastic Easter read! The stars of the bestselling Duck &
Goose and Duck, Duck, Goose return in this board book for
preschoolers, this time, to introduce basic opposites. In this
ALA-ALSC Notable Children's Book, Goose carries an oh-soheavy log, while duck easily balances a light-as-a-feather
feather. Thistle is one fast bird, but Goose is slooo-w. And
when Duck is sound asleep, Goose is wide awake. With a
simple text and colorful illustrations–plus the inimitable
characters, of course–here’s a wonderful, and humorous,
introduction to an important concept.
"Perfect for reading aloud, this counting book not only
contains bright bold illustrations but also has lots of . . . sound
effects that children will love to replicate." -- BOOKLIST Down
by the marsh, by the sleepy, slimy marsh, one duck gets
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stuck in the muck . . . Can two fish, tails going swish, help?
What about three moose, munching on spruce? Bright,
spirited illustrations by Jane Chapman enhance this one-of-akind counting tale by Phyllis Root - a feast of sounds and
numbers that will have listeners scrambling to join in the
slippy, sloppy fun.
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